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MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Packard 
Mr. Hel:n:::; 
Dr. DuE. 

SUB,JECT: HEXAGO:t\ 

November 24, 1969 

As we approach the firs .. l::n .. :1ch of HEXAGON (Dec,:;;:riber 
1970) and the subsequent p~.:,-e oln of the CORONA syster::, I 
would like to keep you cur~e11t on wnere we stact. 

Development Schedule 

The HEXAGON system is experiencing some o:: 
difficulties which we have come to expect in major ~01:-

mental programs. Various component schedule slips L~V 
occurred both in the satellite basic a:·sembly (Lockheed) ac:d 
in the sensor subsystem (Perkin-Elmer). At this time it i~ 
generally felt that these slips ~a~ be absorbed by work
arounds, work-week and shi~ expa~s~ons, ~d continual review 
and adjus Lmen ts in the tesc .c;ched:.ile. TL.ore could be some 
effect on the shipping dates of subsystems but no apparent 
impact on the scheduled 1 al,nch dates. The present HEX~GON 
FY 71 launch schedule is December 1970, March 1971, and 
June 1971. We will be following this matter very closc:y 
over the next few months since there are several critical 
milestones a~cad which will give us a better overall idea 
about our p~ ~gress. By abo~t the middle of May we expect 
to have in~egrated and te~ ~J development models of the 
sa telli tc basic assembly :: , the sensor subsystem whic,-, will 
be our 1 .. ·st positive in die., i::ion th.at HEXAGON, as a wh:.::e, 
will pe:lorm as planned. Fur~her, the first flig~ .icle 
camera system should have been shipped from Per,. ,r to 
the Coast. 

You can understand how achieving the~ one~ 
on time will greatly i ·ease our confidence in d2~ th( 
scheduled first launch You will recall that in June my 
HEXAGON Review Cammi t,· cha ired by Bob Naka, n:2,de the asse,, ,,;-
men L that the probabil of meeting the December 1970 launc.: 
date within one month\', 50 percent, within thre"' .:onths \·. 
75 percent, and within _x ~~2ths was 95 percent. They feii 
that those probabilities i2~ increased slightly as a result 
of the evaluation they conJucLed last month. I 
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Need for CORONA Back-up 

Concurrently with our review of HEXAGON progress, 
we have been studying the requirement for procurement of 
additional CORONA Rystems as back-up. As you know, ·such 
procurement action would represent a serious fiscal impact 
on our current program since no funds are identified in the 
FY 70 or FY 71 budget for this purpose. Of course, the need 
for such action diminishes as our confidence increases in 
HEXAGON. The planned schedule provides CORONA overlap for 
the first four HEXAGON flights. If we assume that HEXAGON is 
initially successful, a nine-Konth slip in the first launch 
(to September 1971) wou1d st,:'l c,11:,rlap with the last CORONA 
(November 1971), and current 3carc~ s~tis1action levels would 
not be degraded. A slip of tc six months, corresponding 
to the 95 percent level a:~· ~batil-ty determined by the 
Review Committee, would pe::.:·mit overlap with at least the last: 
two CORONA missions and thereby allow for some initial 
degraded performance and final prove-out of the total HEXAGON 
system on orbit. 

A reorder of three CORONA systems would cost about 
$43.5:M through FY 73. This would provide for follow-on CORONA 
launches starting about February 1972 which would back-up the 
current inventory. The lead time on additional CORON.c'..s is 
about 24 months. Based on a procurement "go-ahead" ., : ween 
December 1969 and February 1970, $5-8.M would be requ ·,•d in 
FY 70, with most of the remainder about equally divide,., be tween 
FY 71 and FY 72. If we terminated this procurement in '.\-lay 
based on increased confidence 'in the HEXAGON schedule, about 
$2.4M would not be recoverable. From the preceding considera
tions, you can see that oven the minimum price of insurance 
represented by procurement action is quite high and perhaps 
not warranted. 

There is a way that we can possibly get-this insur
ance at no net cost to the NRP. NASA is interested in the 
CORONA system for the ~~ ~ (Earth Resources Technology 
Satellite) program. :,::,SA may be willing to transfer fu~1ds to 
the KRO for the procurement of CORONA systems if the ::._:steir. 
can later be released :for their use. If ·,,.. ::hen need addi
tional CORONAs, they can be acquired fr::,:· .·~ NASA buy on a 
reimbursablc: ·::::asis. In this f'ashion, v, would be guarantec:c 
timely avai_ ,,i. lity of back-up CORONA systems but at no cos,: 
to the NRP if 1.ciey are not required. :Ciscussions are under 
way with NASA ;,o determine the desirability of this approach. 
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In summary, I will continue to explore all facets of the 
HEXAGON area and keep you advised of the status. 

~L t 1nL t.-~./ 
Jebn L. McLucas 
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